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[Shri Narayan Datt Tiwari] 

was whether or not we can have re. servoirs to 
augment waters at Farak-ka Barrage. Then this 
question came up. So, I would like the hon. 
Min-| lister to consider this issue whether we 
are mentally prepared to have such a dialogue 
with the Nepalese Government so that we could 
harness all the rivers for our own and their 
flood protection, to fight silting. That is the 
Nepalese stand. 

Now, Indo-Nepal Joint Commission is 
going to be set up. That was the decision 
taken during Rashtrapati Ji's visit to 
Kathmandu and the modalities are being 
worked out. I think the Joint Commission 
will be appropriate for discussing many 
bilateral, eaonomic and other issues 
between India and Nepal. 

Regarding other matters with Ban-
gladesh, as I said, there are other forums 
also and we. will utilise all those formus 
for discussions with it. 

I think I have dealt with most- of the 
points substantively. I am very thankful to 
all the Members for giving me a 
sympathetic hearing. 

SHRI   ALADI   ARUNA   alias   V. 
ARTMACHALAM: The hon. Minister 
stated that no instruction was given by the 
Centre to arrest the Sri Lanka Tamil leaders 
in Tamil Nadu, but our Chief Minister has 
clearly stated to the Press that they were 
arrested because of the instructions for the 
Centre. This is for the information of the 
the House. (Interruptions) 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN; The 
House stands adjourned for Lunch till 3. 15 
P. M. 

The House adjourned for 
Lunch at twentyfive minutes past 
two of the clock. 

The House reassembled after lun«h at 
eighteen minutes past three of the clock. The 
Vice-Chairman (Shri G. Swambiathan)   in the 
Chair. 

The Appropriation   (Railways)   No. 4 BUI, 
1986—contd. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI G. 
SWAMINATHAN): Now wee will take up 
discussion on the Appropriation (Railways) 
No. 4 Bill, 1986. Dr. Bapu Kaldate. 
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SHRI      MADHAVRAO    SCINDIA: 
There is no basis. 

 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI G. 
SWAMINATHAN): Now, the Bill has to 
conclude by 6 o'clock and the honourable 
Minister would need at least 45 minutes to 
reply. There are still 15 Members to 
participate. Pro-rata each Member would be 
left with no more t'nan 7 to 8 minutes. I 
would, therefore, leave it to the discretion of 
the honourable Members. 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI G. 
SWAMINATHAN): The hon. Member is 
speaking for more than 15 minutes. I would 
request him. to conclude early. 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI G, 
SWAMINATHAN): The Hon. Member is 
speaking for more than 15 minutes. I would 
request him to conclude early. 
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SHRI GHULAM RASOOL MATTO: Mr. 
Vioe-Chairman, Sir, we   are  required to pass      
the      Appropriation (Railways)   No, 44 Bill, 
1986, for     an amount      of   Rs. 590   crores. 
I   have read  the  speech  of Mr. Madhavrao 
Scindia—our dynamic Railway Minister—  
and  the   reasons   given   in  the statement. 
That because   of  the   Pay Commission's  
recommendations      and the hike in    other    
things it has become necessary to increase the 
freight structure may   be    justified, but    I 
feel that he has touched, perhaps, in my"  
opinion   a  very   delicate   instrument in   the      
matter  of     telescopic, freight. I have in view 
a  consignment of goods that were bought 
from Bombay last year. That  consignment of 
a hundred bales was   booked from Bombay to 
Srinagar, but from Jammu Tawi it comes by 
road through a railway out-agency. So, up to 
Jammu it comes by -train, and from Jammu it 
goes through the  railway  out-agents by road 
to Srinagar. I then brought another 
consignment of  100 bales of the same   thing  
through   road  transport, and I found that it 
cost me Rs. 376 less by      bringing them 
through road and getting it delivered at home 

rather than the railways. I am afraid that if 
this is restructuring of telescopic rates is 
implemented the result may prove adverse. I 
think the hon. Minister has taken the point 
into consideration that this may not affect the 
railway freight so far as the long-distance 
trains are concerned, obviously so because I 
find from the revision of taper-off classes that 
whereas there are classes of 1 to 100 101 to 
250, 251 to 800, there is a big variegated 
class of SOI to 2400 km. I am afraid that it 
may be possible that the •road transport may 
come in competition with you. So, this thing 
should be looked into. I hope the hon. 
Minister will react in his speech whether this 
aspect has been taken into   consideration. 

Sir, while considering these railway-
freight increases, I have not come across any 
expenditure about which the hon. Prime 
Minister has given a promise in his public 
speech in Jammu, only last month, that is 
about the increasing of the allocation for the 
Jammu-Udhampur railway line. I hope, the 
Minister has faken that into consideration. 
But now if it is not being done, I would 
request the hon. Minister — the Railway 
Budget must be on the anvil — that he should 
take into consideration the fact that the 
allocation for the Udhampur-Jammu road is 
trebled, and then alone can we expect the 
railway line of 59 km. only to be completed 
in another ten years. Otherwise, if we take 
into consideration the allocation that is being, 
done at the present moment, then, I am 
afraid, we will not be able to complete that 
within 59 years. That is not my age at all, and 
of course not the  age of my young friend 
also. 

I had requested the hon. Minister that in 
this time of science and technology it is not 
impossible for a railway line to be laid from 
Udham-pur to Srinagar. This is essential be-
cause the Banihal cart road which links 
Srinagar to Jammu is the most 
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independable  road even in the summer time. I 
had requested for this. At the time of Maharaja 
in 1905  also a survey  was     done under  
which      a railway line could be laid up to Sri-
nagar. Now    that there is    technical 
advancement, it   should   be   all  the more   
possible. Qf   course, there   are constraints of   
money, there    is    no doubt    about it. But as a 
gesture of goodwill, I     hope  he  will  
announce today, and if  he  does  not  announce 
today he will make  a  provision for at least a 
survey, some Rs. 25 lakhs for    making    a    
survey    for    laying a railway line   from    
Udhampur    to Srinagar, which   is    very    
important for    our   economy. Our tourist tra-
ffic    is    affected. Our    apples    are really  
getting    rotten    for    want  of transport when 
the time is there for these to be transported to 
places like Delhi   and   other   cities     places. 
My friend    and    colleague    D. C. Pra-shant 
has been. requesting for a daily, train  which     
should  reach     Jammu Tawi in the evening. 
No such provision has been    made so far 
although the request has been repeatedly made 
by us over the past few years. 

There are complaints • about the Railway 
Out Agency which transport goods from 
Jammu and Srinagar. It is in the hands of a 
private company for a long number of years 
but the fleet owned by that company is very 
small and the time taken to transport the 
goods from Jammu to Srinagar is also long; 
although the Railways on their part see to it 
that the goods reach Jammu in time. I would 
request the hon. Minister to examine this 
issue and find the possibility of either 
entrusting the job to the State Road 
Transport Corporation, which has a fleet of 
about two thousand vehicles or to some other 
corporation which may be floated for 
transporting goods  to that place. 

Now, I would like to make my last point. I 
remember when Madhayrao Sqindia Ji came 
as the Railway Minister, I was the only 
person who ap- 

preciated the constraints on  finances for him 
and had suggested in regard to issue of bonds. 
The hon. Minister had reacted to it favourably 
and said if the Finance   Ministry clears   that 
there will be no difficulty on the part of the 
Railways to float those bonds. At that time Shri 
Pranab Mukherjee was  the  Finance      
Minister. I      do not know what is  the position  
now. I      would request  the  hon. Minister to 
let me know whether those bonds have been 
floated, what is the reaction and what is the 
position. In my opinion, Railways  are   the   
only  Department  which   dan      consecutively 
float  bonds and repay them in time, because 
they have  so much of daily income   with 
which     bonds that  get matured  at a particular 
date can be repaid   without  any   difficulty   
unlike other  departments   like  the  tele-com-
munications and others. I would request  the  
hon. Minister  to  examine this  and keep a 
provision   — minimum of Rs. 600 crores in 
the   next Budget for raising resources by way 
of floating of bonds. This will facilitate   the     
implementation of various railway projects    as 
has been    mentioned by the Railway Minister 
himself also. In the days of the British we  had 
so     many lines of Railways laid and we have 
only 500 kilometres of it added to that in the 
last forty years. Since we need more    railway 
lines, new 'railway rolling stock and other  
things, we  need   more  money for  doing   all  
these  things. I   would . request him    kindly to 
let me know the latest position with regard to 
the bonds. 

With  these  words, I  support      the Bill. 
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I intervene while the hon. Member is speaking. 
As I have already informed the discussion has 
to conclude by 6 O'clock. 

SHRI      VITHALRAO      MADHAV-i    
RAO JADHAV: That is all right. But j    I have 
not taken even one minute. I 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI G. 
SWAMINATHAN): Not for you. But for 
other Members. There- are ten Members. 

SHRI VITHALRAO MADHAVRAO 
JADHAV: You please tell me the time given 
to irie, then, I will try to conclude. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI G. 
SWAMINATHAN): Not for  you. 

SHRI VITHALRAO MADHAV-BAO 
JADHAV: Thank you. 

THE, VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI G. 
SWAMINATHAN): It is intended fo'r all 
those Members who are going to speak 
subsequently. The hon. Minister wants at least 
40 minutes to reply to all the points that the 
hon. Members have raised. That means we 
have to conclude by 5. 15 p. m. There are ten 
Members to speak. Unless Members conclude 
very quickly, it will not be possible for us to 
conclude this discussion at all. We may not 
have time for the Minister tc reply, and that 
will be a problem. 

CHOWDHARY RAM SEWAK (Uttar 
Pradesh): Hon. Minister can reply tomorrow  
also. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI G. 
SWAMINATHAN); The Minister has to 
decide, not me. 
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SHRI A. G. KULKARNI (Mahara-shire): 
Why are you telling him? He is sleeping. 
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SHRI CHATURANAN MISHRA: Do you 
think "railways are not sleeping? Anyway,. at 
least you listen to me; because you are going 
there, you will  tell him... (Interruptions). 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI G. 
SIWAMINATHAN): Please address the 
Chair. 
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SHRIMATI BIJOYA CHAKRA-VARTY 
(Assam): Mr Vice-Chairman, Sir, thank, you 
very much for giving me this opportunity. I 
am also thankful to the hon. Railway Minister 
that he has not imposed any direct tax on the 
passengers. They are already burdened too 
much. But by increasing the freight rate by 12 
per cent, industrial products are greatly 
affected, and it has also adversely affected the 
common man. So I request the hon. Minister 
to consider this  again. 

Secondly, there is a lot of regional 
imbalance in the country. Specially the north-
eastern Vegaon is not developed either 
industrially ofr agriculturally or in any other 
sphere. You 1583RS—12 

will find that this region is not at all developed 
(because the transport system in that region is 
not well developed. Officially the seven States 
in the north-eastern "region, except Assam, 
none of them is connected with railway links. 
Even after 39 years of independence, 
Meghalaya, Arunachal, Mizoram and 
Manipurare not connected with railway links. 
We know that Manipur produces a large 
number of pine-apples. But due' to lack of 
proper transportation, this precious product is 
rotting like any thing. So, I appeal to the 
Minister to consider the point again and 
introduce railwaylines linking all the seventh 
States of the North-Eas-tern Region. 

Sir, so far as Assam is concerned, the less 
said the better. The condition of railways in 
Assam is in such a condition that people prefer 
to travel by buses than the trains because the 
buses move faster than the frains. Even to 
cover 150 KMs the train takes more than 10 to 
12 hours. And moreover, the Assamese people 
have to launch a movements to get either a 
railway bridge or a railway-line or an over-
bridge or even a gate at the level-crossing. So, 
I appeal to our dynamic hon. Minister to do 
justice to this region. Sir, there ar, e proposals 
for six passenger frains in Assam and they 
were proposed in 197a And I do not know 
where the proposals are now. So, I appeal to 
the hon. Minister to look into it again and do 
justice to that part of the country. Moreover it 
is well known that the people of Assam are 
trying for a Divisional Office at Ran-giya, and 
the railway employees of the North-Eastern 
Region proposed to launch a movement for 
this. I would appeal to the Minister to consider 
it. If the movement is started, I think, theVe 
will be no let up. Moreover, Sir, there is no 
direct train linking Assam to Bombay. And it 
is known to you all that there are many-cancer 
patients in Assam. They have to travel  for   
their   treatment  either   to 
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[Shrimati Bijoya Chakravarty] Madras or 
to Bombay. And if there is a direct train 
between Guwahati and Bombay, this will be a 
great help for the cancer patients of Assam. 

Sir, so far as the Broad-Gauge is concerned, 
there is this Broad-Gauge railwayline upto 
Guwahati only, and the *rest of the towns are 
not connected with the BG line. And that is 
why the pasengers have to surfer a lot. I appeal 
to the hon. Minister to quickly connect all the 
towns of Assam with the Broad-Gauga line. 
There is one more point. In Assam, almost 
every year tragic rail accidents take place at 
the unmanned level crossings. Recently, there 
was a Railway accident at an unmanned level 
crossing. Some 30 people died and 72 people 
were injured. So, I request the hon. Minister to 
look into this matter and see that there are 
gates at almost all the level crossings in the 
State. 

SSr, there is one more point which I want to 
mention. In the long-distance trains that move 
in arid out of Assam, there are no pantry cars, 
there is no water and there is rio light. I myself 
had the experience of travelling in one such 
train and I had to spend more than eight hours 
with my co-passengers without having 
anything. I hope this will be looked into by the 
hon. Minister. Sir, from Guwahati to Dhubri, it 
is more than 600 KMs. And one train moves at 
night and that train moves through the thickly 
populated areas, So, I appeal to the hon. 
Minister to introduce more t'rains in (between 
Guwahati and Silchar and Guwahati and 
Lakhimpur linking Arunachal and 
Murkiangchung in between. And this will be a 
great help to the people of Assam. Thank you. 

SHRI JERLIE E. TARIANG (Meghalaya): 
Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, while welcoming the      
Appropriation 

(Railways) Bill introduced in the House, I 
would like to offer some observations. 

Sir, we in the North-East are really very 
unfortunate. The whole of North Eastern  
region   is  connected    by   a bottleneck      
between    Bhutan      and Bangladesh. And this 
is about forty kilometers    only. And    be-5 P. 
M   cause of this position we are left out from 
the mainstream of life in many spheres. One of 
the major factors promised to us before the 
Independence was that we   will be  connected  
the  railways  with  the rest of the country, and 
the railway transport     system   would     be     
the cheapest   that we could   expect     in this     
region. Sir, we   do   not have waterways. Our 
road transport system is   very bad   and   our 
distances are   also very far. We have therefore 
to depend on   railways. But     this also we do 
not have. None of the North-Eastern States, 
except Assam has     got any    railway link. I     
am sure      that our young     and dynamic 
Minister      of Railways will     kindly give  us 
a helping hand    to develop this backward     
region    which     has suffered for   so long. I 
know of   the difficulties in financing these 
projects. But while taking care of the develop-
ed parts of the country, the       hon. Minister 
should not forget  the backward regions  of the 
North-East. 

Sir, we have number of difficulties like one 
of them being lack of employment 
opportunities. Now our boys are educated. 
They are educated to get degrees in arts and 
science and something like that. And they 
have opportunities for employment only in the 
Government sector. Railways offer a large 
many number of vacancies but we find  that 
only people from outside the region are only 
appointed. No quota has been given to the 
people from the States in the North-East. 

That    is    how     we      see      every year  
new influx: of recruits      from 
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•outside the North-Eastern region. The 
educated people are unemployed. They cannot 
rest content with whatever they see. They are 
think-ink that they are being ruled. Let us 
remove this apprehension from the minds of 
our young boys who are being educated. 

Sir, we have seen what happenedin the North-
East because of certainmisgivings. Now, if hese 
difficultiescould    not     be    tackled     by    
theGovernment, I      am afraid that wemay      
face    a    lot    of trouble      infuture. herefore, I 
would requestthe    hon. Minister to consider    
thisaspect of     the matter   and    providefor a 
quota to be given to each    ofthe  States   in      
the      North-Eastern region. 

[The Vice-Chairman/Dr. Bapu Kaldate, in  
the   Chair. t 

Sir, our only hope to reserve a seat is 
through the out-agencies of the railways 
situated in other State capitals. ' In the case of 
our States these quotas are so small that our 
people have to wait' for months to get a seat in 
a train. It is therefore all the more difficult for 
our people to go outside the region and meet 
different people of India or visit other States 
to see the advancement of the rest of our 
countrymen. They have to rest content with 
their backwardness and appreciate only what 
little development is there within the region. It 
is, therefore, requested, Sir, that our-agencies 
should be given more quota for the people of 
the North-East so that each State has got 
enough quota to meet the requirements of its 
people to travel to various parts of the 
country. 

Sir, I have already stated that We do not 
have any waterways, that our road transport 
system is very bad and that most of the States 
in the region do not have any railways. I 
would like to say that even in the matter of 
airlines they have     neglected us very badly. 

The Vayudoot was supposed to tackle the 
problems of transport in the North-Eastern 
region. But now they have diverted this 
service also to bigger cities and towns like 
Bombay, Calcutta and Delhi and other 
places. Well, I do not know whether the 
Vayudoot has been set up for the benefit of 
the Corporation itself or for the benefit of the 
people in the temote and backward areas who 
have been suffering for so long. Therefore, I 
would request the hon. Minister to take steps 
to provide rail links to every State in the 
North-Eastern Region, linked with Guwahati. 

Another thing which I would like to mention 
is in regard to railway wagons. Our people 
have been exploited by the capitalists and busi-
ness tycoons.. There are a number of 
middlemen who take away the economic 
benefit which should rightly go to the people 
of this region. / Whatever we produce, we 
have to sell to these middlemen because they 
are the only people who can get railway 
wagons. Whatever we produce, whether it is 
agricultural produce or minerals, we have to 
put it in the hands of these middlemen, from 
Rajasthan, from U. P., from Punjab etc. They 
are the people who extract the maximum 
benefit out of this and our people are not able 
to enjoy the fruits of their labour. Therefore, I 
would request the hon. Minister to consider 
whether wagons could also be allotted on a 
quota-basis to each of the States in the North-
Eastern Region. 

Sir, mention has been made about 
the railway timings by the previous 
speaker. I hope, the hon. Minister 
would consider the poor plight of 
our people. (Time bell rings). Sir, 
the railway timings are very very im 
portant because out people have to 
come by road. They cannot come in 
the night because there are no bus 
services. When they come to 
Guwahati during      the
 day, 
they have no place to stay in Guwahati. 
Unless the train timings are changed in such 
a way that they can avail of     the transport     
without 
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having the necessity to say at Guwahati, they 
will find it difficult to travel outside the 
region. Sir, I do not want to take more time of 
the House. I know there are other speakers. I 
conclude my speech with the hope our hon. 
Railway Minister who, as I said, is young and 
dynamic, will also kindly, sometimes, turn his 
face towards the North-Eastern Region. Thank 
you. 
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Book stalls at railway stations should also be 
allotted to members of the scheduled casted 
and scheduled tribes. Subleting of food, tea and 
book stalls by contractors should be totaly 
prohibited at the railway stations. Special 
vigilance is necessary in this connection. 

I also invite the attention   of    the Minister to 
the deplorable conditions that    exist    at    
Ghaziabad    railway I    station. At   he    dawn   
of    Independence, the population    of Ghaziabad 
was 20, 000 only. Now it is    in   the 
neighbourhood of about 6 lakhs. More than  1000 
industrial units      of      all kinds  have been 
added. Since    then in Ghaziabad proper, Lone 
Road and Sahibabad  industrial  estate. Impro-
vements, if   any, are   only  marginal and they do 
not served the purpose. Functioning of RPF and 
GRP should be improved for   eradicating 
daylight small crimes, pick     pocketing     and 
aimless loitering. Better      platform) facilities are    
needed for the      aged, women   and      children. 
Ghaziabad railway station should be     upgraded 
and put incharge of a Station superintendent. 
Better      sanitation     in. residential  colonies etc. 
is      needed. Housing can be  improved by repla-
cing the present quarters with four-storeyed 
buildings. A full-fledged and better hospital is      
also     needed at Ghaziabad railway station. Only 
one railway bridge is there to serve     the 
passengers. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (DR. BAPU 
KALDATE): You better give that paper to 
him. He will check up better. Just mention the 
points. 

CHOWDHARY RAM SEWAK: More 
bridges are needed for this purpose. Some 
improvements are also necessary near the new 
Ghaziabad railwiy station. The approach road 
to the Ghaziabad railway station is     always 
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full of chaos during the peak hours. An 
approach road to the goods shed is crying need 
of the hour. There are too many encroachments 
by shopkeepers on the approach road, which is 
a traffic hazard. This matter should be taken up 
with -the Ghazia-bad Development Authority 
and the Local District Magistrate. Thank you. 

SHRI THANGABAALU (Tamil Nadu): Sir, 
Railways are playing a very important role in 
India's economic development. In a developing 
country the first and foremost factor? are—
transport and communication. Of course, in 
India we have a very effective transport 
system—i. e. our railway system which is one 
of the best systems in the world. Also the 
railways link the people of the entire country 
from south and north and from east and west. 
This is a very important factor. Our country is 
having various people of different castes, creed, 
religions, regions etc. In spite of these factors, 
the role of railways is a commendable one. Also 
transport plays a very important part in the 
developing countries. We would like to improve 
the railways still further under the dynamic 
ministership of Scindia Ji. As and when we 
represent any small matter of public importance 
to him, due attention is paid to it to an extent we 
had never seen in the past. I would say this 
openly because we have seen so many Railway 
Ministers. He is young, he is so dynamic. 

SHRI V. GOPALSAMY (Tamil Nadu): Get 
more funds. 

SHRI THANGABAALU: And also 
the approach which he has for the 
common problems is tremendous. It 
has to be supported by one and all. 
And T rise to support this Bill, not 
only because he is piloting the 
Ministry     but because     of     his 
dynamic views, and his dynamic attitude 
towards the transport system will help the 
country all round development. 

Sir, first of all I would like to thank the 
honourable Minister for nis approval of the 
Arkonam-Thiruttani new line for 
electrification which had been pending 
approval for quite a long time. In spite of 
much persua-tion we could not get it but, 
after my meeting him when he visited 
Madras i last month, he immediately ordered 
| for it. Thiruttani is the abode of Lord 
Muruga and thousands of people go to that 
place daily. So, on behalf of the people of 
Tamil Nadu and on my own behalf I thank 
him, and let him have all the blessings of 
Lord Muruga in his endeavours in future 
also to have a vibrant and effective 
functioning of his Ministry. 

Sir, when    I and    other    Members 
of Parliament   met him    and impres 
sed  on him the importance of     the 
Madras rapid transport system      and' 
urged for allocation
 of 
more funds for this project, he was gracious 
enough to, 'uinounce Rs. 2 ' crores—for 
which we should thank him—but he 
suggested that that the State Government 
must also' participate in the project. Sir, my 
humble submission to him through you is 
that the State Government is investing about 
Rs. 30 crores by way of acquiring land and 
other  things and, therefore, if you still look 
for the State Government to see that the 
problem is solved, I don't think Madras will 
ever be able to get this MRTS. Sb, I humbly 
request him to allot more funds for this 
project as you are allotting funds to Calcutta 
and other areas and try to complete this 
project within the Seventh Plan period itself 
because otherwise there will be high cost es-
calation and we will not be able to get this 
system quickly for Madras city. 

Sir, the Karur-Dindigul-Tuticoriir line is a 
very important line in the southern region of 
Tamil Nadu. Many honourable Members 
from this House and the other House and 
many people of' Tamil Nadu have been 
rectuesting him for so many years for auick 
completion of the conversion of this line. He 
was gracious enough to 
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announce an allocation of Rs. 2. 5 crores and 
we are grateful to him. But it is a very small 
amount because the project is an on-going 
one. It may continue for quite some time if 
sufficient funds are not allotted and we may 
not be able to complete it within the stipulated 
period. Therefore, I request that at least in the 
coming budget, if not within this year, he 
should allot a minimum of Rs. 50 crores so 
that we will be able to complete it in time. 

Sir, another    problem is regarding the 
Jolarpet-Mettur-Salem     electrification project. 
I again express     my gratefulness to him 
because he   has given Rs. 2. 5 crores to give   
life   to that project. For   the Mettur thermal 
station we have to take ' coal     from Madras     
and if     this line is electrified quickly then     
there will be improvement in power situation in 
Tamil Nadu, and because the people of Tamil 
Nadu are always short of power, there the 
railways have got and can play a very 
important role in  solving this great problem. 

Sir, I do not want to make any more 
submissions because I can meet him often and 
He has the courtesy to help us. But I have a 
fpw words to say. In the railways the system 
of public conveniences is very good. When 
our honourable Minister last visited Madras, 
some places and some canteens, people there 
were very much joyful and happy that thero is 
a Minister who can look after people's health. 
By the way I would like to inform this House 
that the system where the "VLR contractors or 
canteens are there, it is not functioning so 
effectively—according to me because of my 
own personal experience. 

You  have stipulated  certain    conditions    
where    they  have  to  supply certain quantities 
at   the    stalls and the trains, fiut your rental    
system is not so good because you are charging 
a rental of between 2. 5 and five per   cent  on  
the   average   sales  and again they have to pay 
market rent for the places which they are occu-
pying. The market rent is abnormal, which   is 
not in tune with the other business. But there, if 
you want to give good food to the people, 
public, certainly, you have to think in these 
terms. There   must   be   some   slab rate, only 
one year rent or total two to five per cent 
calculation. That is the only way in which you 
can make the people, the contractors, to give 
good food. Thereby you should    ba vigilant. 
Also, you must take    the most    stringent  
action against  those people who  are not 
complying with those conditions of the 
Government. 

Another thing    is, I    know, my friend, Mr. 
Narayanasamy   was  not able to speak today. 
So, on his behalf I would like to state that    
the Pondicherry-Madras Express was running 
previously. It has been stopped for the past so 
many years. I would humbly    request    the 
hon. Minister through you that this train 
should be reintrouced—this train is very 
essential—so that the people of the two States  
can go easily and the inter-linkage between the 
two States will be more    effective. Otherwise, 
we will have    to    deviate    Pondicherry 
from Tamil Nadu. I want to have a direct link 
with them. I would request you to  consider  
that    factor. (Time bell rtncr. O 
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[Shri  Thangabaalu]: Only one minute. 
Last point, Sir. 

You knows about the Khalasi ap-
pointments, you have been kind enough to 
give sanction for another 200 people for the 
Triehi Division. You are appointing only the 
official committees from your Department. 
Thereby a lot of corruption is taking place. 
For each Khalasi the poor people have to pay 
from Rs. 5, 000 to even Us. 7, 000. This is 
happening. We have brought this to the 
previous Minister's notice! Last year also I 
brought this to your notice. In future at least 
the Members of Parliament public 
representatives must also be there on the 
committee, whereby the bureaucrats would 
not be able to make any corrupt practice, so 
that you can have a check on both sides, 
thereby you can give justice to this selection, 
Sir. 

Only one more point. I know, to implement 
all these important factors, certain new lines 
also you have your constraints. And these cons-
traints must be removed, i request through you, 
Sir, to the Planning Minister of the 
Government of India and particularly the Prime 
Minister. As I said earlier, communications and 
transport are very important factors in any 
country's overall development, and thereby the 
railways are playing a very important role in 
this country's development activities. I request 
the Planning Minister to have comfortable 
thinking to give more funds in the sense that 
apart from other departments. this department 
also must get the due share so that new lines 
and electrification and new instruments can be 
evolved. Thereby our Minister can graciously 
accommodate more projects. Thereby I request 
through you the Planning Minister to give more 
funds in the future, in the next, coming budget. 
I ' would request the hon.. Minister to look to 
the Tamil Nadu problems. We have submitted 
23 projects altogether, and in those projects 
new lines can be considered in future, 
particularly     Salem, Rasi- 

puram, Namakkal, Karur. This was the long-
felt need of the people of that area, from 
where I come. So, my personal request to the 
Minister that new lines should also be consi- 

Thank you, Mr. Vice-Chairman. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (DR. BAPU 
KALDATE): Smt. Suryakanta Patil. 

DR. MOHD. HASHIM KIDWAI (Uttar 
Pradesh): What about my name, Sir? 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (DR. BAPU 
KALDATE): All the names are here. 

SHRI GHULAM RASOOL MAT-TO: 
You are partial to the ruling party today. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (DR. BAPU 
KALDATE): There is no partiality. 

SHRI MADHAVRAO SCINDIA: Only 
partiality to ladies. 
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HAEF-AN HOUR DISCUSSION ON 
POINTS ARISING OUT OF THE ANSWER! 
GIVEN IN THE RAJYA SABHA ON 5TH 
NOVEMBER, 1986 TO STARRED 
QUESTION 23 REGARDING POOR 
SHOWING AT SEOUL ASIAD BY INDIAN 
CONTINGENT... 

SHRI   JASWANT   SINGH     (Rajas-
than): Mr. Vice-Chairman. Sir     at 

the very outset, I -would like to say that in the 
process of my submissions if I am constrained 
to use strong words or if / say anything which 
is hurting, if in not in any fashion a reflection 
ot my lack of esteem of either the hon. 
Minister of Human Resource Development or 
indeed of my charming friend, the Minister of 
State, who. I do believe is imbued with a great 
deal of energy, dedication and approaches her 
task with an  examplary sense of  
commitment. 

THE MINISTER OF STATE OF THE 
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS (SHRI 
MADHAVRAO SCINDIA): He is glazing his 
arsenal. (Intermp- 

SHRI JASWANT SINGH: I have perforce, 
when discussing the whole aspects of ASIAD-
86, to- start from reminding the House about 
what was mentioned on the occasion of 
ASIAD-82. There were Members on this side 
who thsn mentioned to the late - Prime 
Minister that this huge expenditure which was 
being incurred on the building up of various 
stadia was going to be wasteful because thesg 
were not going to be utilized. She, then, on one 
interruption, dubbed all that criticism as 
lacking in national pride. Now, Sir. I cannot, 1 
in all sadness, help reflecting that j all those 
stadia are now collecting dust and have 
become the venue of political jamboorees of 
dubious kinds. There were expectations about 
ASIAD-86. On an earlier occasion, in reply to 
a question the hon. Minister for Human 
Resource Development, indulged in some kind 
of statistical obfuscation. Indeed,. the Minister 
of State attempted to put across that artistically 
we had actually performed better. Even then I 
was unconvinced, and I cannot help reminding 
the two hon. Ministers who are both present 
here that a very simple question needs to be 
answered. After sending what was possibly the 
third largest contingent, outside of South 
Korea, of course, which was 


